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Abstract-Given the client’s traffic-generation char- 
acteristics and performance requirements, we propose a 
real-time communication scheme that provides delivery- 

tion without compromising the capability of indepen- 
dent addition/deletion and the performance guarantees 
of real-time comniunication. 

delay guarantees :in a multiaccess local-area network 
(LAN). This scheme (i) reduces the link carpacity that 
needs to be resewed t o  an average level a s  compared 
to  the worst-case level required for determinastic perfor- 
mance guarantees, and (ai) preserves the ability of inde- 
pendent addition and deletion of real-tame channels. 

1 Introductilon 
Several researchers investigated the problem of sup- 

porting real-time communication with performance 
guarantees for given worst-case traffic characteristics in 
wide-area point-to-point networks [2,3]. Among these, 
the concept of “real-time channel” proposed by Ferrari 
and Verma [3] is the most notable in explicitly address- 
ing the problem of providing delivery-deadline guaran- 
tees in wide-area point-to-point networks. A real-time 
channel is a unidirectional virtual circuit which, once 
established, is guaranteed to meet user-specified perfor- 
mance requirements as long as the user does not violate 
his a priori specifijed traffic-generation characteristics. 

In [2], we proposed a scheme for real-time com- 
munication on multiaccess networks which can pro- 
vide performance guarantees according to the user- 
specified traffic-generation characteristics and perfor- 
mance requirements. However, in order to let the system 
add/delete real-time channels independently, we used 
a channel-based design in [2] without considering the 
problem of multzplezzng real-time channels. As a result, 
the scheme proposed in [2] under-utilizes the network. 
In this paper, we significantly improve the scheme in [2] 
by multiplexing real-time channels originatiing from the 
same node in order to achieve higher network utiliza- 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
present an overview of the scheme in [2] arid the prob- 
lem statement. Our proposed solution to this problem 
is detailed in Section 3. In Section 4 we demonstrate 
via simulation the correctness and effectiveness of the 
proposed scheme. The paper concludes with Section 5. 

2 The Channel-Based Scheme 
2.1 Overview of the Channel-Based Scheme 

The prime difference of a channel/connection on a 
multiaccess network from that of a point-to-point net- 
work lies in the relationship between nodes and links. In 
a point-to-point network, a node has complete control of 
its transmission 1 inks and complete knowleldge of chan- 
nels running through the node. Since it is easy to sched- 
ule packets of these channels by simply examining them 
in the queues, one for each channel, one can easily time- 
multiplex several real-time channels. By contrast, in a 
multiaccess network, it is difficult to determine which 
node has the right to transimit a packet at a particular 
instant. Due to this difference, the schemes proposed in 
[2,3] for point-to-point networks are not a,pplicable to 
multiaccess networks. 

In [2], we proposed a scheme which can provide per- 
formance guarantees for real-time communication on 
multiaccess networks under the assumption that the 
traffic-generation characteristics and performance re- 
quirements are known in advance. The performance 
guarantee is usually given in a statistical form: 

P(de lay  of a packet 5 0) 2 a given 2. (2.1) 

- We also adopted a simple traffic model for real-time 
packet arrivals, which requires only two paxameters for 
establishing a hard real-time channel: D (seconds) = the 
user-specified 
(packets) = the ]maximum number of packets that can 
be generated in am interval of length D. 
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We use a multiaccess link (not a ring) as the trans- 
mission medium, and a link control unit (LCU) on each 
link for token allocation and resource reservation. The 
LCU allocates high-priority (i.e., real-time) tokens and 
normal (i.e., non real-time) tokens to nodes on that link 
according -to their need and fairness. Only the node 
which currently possesses a real-time (normal) token is 
eligible to transmit real-time (normal) packets. There is 
an expiration-time parameter associated with each to- 
ken, and the node must return the token to the LCU 
before or at the time the token expires. In order to 
provide real-time performance guarantees, the LCU re- 
serves link capacity and allocates a real-time token to 
each node on a per-channel basis. More precisely, the 
LCU treats each real-time channel as an independent 
entity and allocates the real-time token to a real-time 
channel, not to a node. Although the token is eventu- 
ally issued to the node from which the corresponding 
channel originates, the node cannot use the real-time 
token of some channel (say, A) for the transmission of 
other channel's (say, B's) packets, even when channel A 
is idle. Thus, the addition/deletion of real-time chan- 
nels will not compromise the performance guarantees of 
other real-time channels. 

When establishing statistical real-time channels, in 
addition to D, M and the performance requirement of 
requesting real-time channels, the distributiori of packet 
arrivals (see Fig. 1) is needed for the system to efficiently 
reserve sufficient link bandwidth. We also formally de- 

F 

Figure 1: An example distribution of packet arrivals 
within one MTRT 

fine the Maximum Token Return Time (MTRT) and 
the Real-time Token Holding Time (RTHT) for each 
real-time channel [ a ] .  MTRT for a real-time channel 
is the maximum time between two consecutive token 
allocations to the same channel. During each token 
possession, a channel's RTHT is the maximum time 
the channel is allowed to use for transmitting its real- 
time packets. If a token of a channel C is returned 
at time t = 0, then the next time channel C will re- 
ceive the token is t 5 M T R T  - R T H T .  We will in 
the next section introduce another parameter, MTRTN 
for node (as opposed to channel) N ,  which denotes the 
maximum time interval between two consecutive token 

allocations to node N .  We would like to stress, to 
avoid any confusion, that MTRTC (or MTRTN) is a 
parameter of a specific channel C (or node N )  and is 
likely to vary from channel to channel (from node to 
node). (Since we will discuss only one channel for most 
of the time, we will drop the superscripts of MTRT 
and RTHT that designate channels.) From this def- 
inition and the other parameters, MTRT can be de- 
rived as MTRT = D. From a request for establishing 
a hard real-time channel, we can derive the RTHT as: 
RTHT = M x P,,,, where P,,,, called the packet 
time, is the time needed to transmit a maximum-size 
packet. If the user-specified performance requirement 
is not absolute, i.e., a statistical real-time channel is re- 
quested, MTRT can still be determined by MTRT = D.  
However, RTHT depends on the user's performance re- 
quirement. Let N,,, be the maximum number of pack- 
ets this real-time channel can transmit during a sin- 
gle token visit. If the requirement is specified as in 
E,q. (2.1)) we can determine N,,, (in Fig. 1) by: 2 5 

Lnzo '"- \'"l 

where G is the average packet-generation rate of the 
real-time channel. Using this equation, we can find the 
smallest N,,, satisfying this performance requirement. 
Then, N,,, can be used to determine RTHT directly 
from RTHT = Nma5 x P,,,. The MTRT and RTHT 
derived above will be used in the channel establishment 
process for link capacity reservation and in the run-time 
scheduling process for token allocation. For other forms 
of performance requirements, the corresponding N,,, 
can be derived similarly. 

When a node attempts to establish a real-time chan- 
nel, it has to provide the LCU with the requested MTRT 
and RTHT. The LCU will then try to reserve the link 
capacity for this channel by performing the following 
admission test: xi ( RTH%F;$Chead') 5 1 where the 
index i runs over all existing real-time channels and the 
current request. The main part of overhead is the to- 
ken passing time. If the admission test can be satis- 
fied after adding this new channel, the LCU will reserve 
the required link capacity, update the information about 
the existing real-time channels, and send a confirmation 
message to the requesting node. The deadline-driven 
scheduling algorithm in [a] can be used by the LCU to 
allocate the token to each real-time channel with the 
guaranteed MTRT and RTHT. The LCU will issue the 
requesting node a token once every MTRT, thus allow- 
ing the node to transmit packets of this real-time chan- 
nel for a period up to RTHT. 

2.2 Problem Statement 

The method described above is called the "channel- 
based" scheme in [2], because the link bandwidth is re- 
served on a per-channel basis. Since more than one real- 
time channel may originate from a node, multiplexing 
these channels on a per-node basis may achieve higher 
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network utilization and induce less overheads. That is, 
instead of reserving link bandwidth for each individual 
real-time channel, the system assigns a real-time token 
to a node at least once in a certain period of time for 
all real-time channels originating from that node. We 
may be able to multiplex several real-time channels (es- 
pecially statistical real- time channels) with much less 
bandwidth than the {sum of their individual bandwidths. 
However, the ability of independent addition and dele- 
tion of real-time channels must not be comlpromised 
while multiplexing real-time channels. We will there- 
fore focus on the problem of making correct and effi- 
cient link-capacity reservation and run-time scheduling 
as well as preserving the ability of independent addi- 
tion and deletion of channels. In the rest of this paper, 
we will address the problem of multiplexing {statistical 
real-time channels. 

3 Node-Based Scheme 

In this section, we will focus on the problem of mul- 
tiplexing statistical real-time channels. Note that we 
cannot multiplex two hard real-time channels without 
compromising their performance guarantees. However, 
we allow a hard real-time channel to be multipllexed with 
several statistical channels. In this case, this hard real- 
time channel will be given the highest priority among 
all the multiplexed channels. In the rest of this section, 
the term, “real-time channel” or simply “channel)), (un- 
less stated otherwise) will mean a statistical real-time 
channel. 

By assuming that the distribution of incoming traffic 
for all real-time channels is available at the time of re- 
ceiving a channel-establishment request, we propose an 
incremental scheme to add or delete a real-time chan- 
nel and adjust the reserved link bandwidth when a new 
real-time channel is accepted or an existing channel i s  
torn down. Real-time channels will be time-multiplexed 
on a per-node basis. Note that the token-holding time 
here is referred to the real-time token-holding time for 
transmitting the packets of real-time channels The pro- 
posed node-based scheme will function as follows. Each 
node N will compute MTRTN and R l ’ H Y k  for the 
combined traffic of all real-time channels which origi- 
nate from node N .  As will be seen later, MTRTN is 
the smallest MTRT of real-time channels which origi- 
nate from node N .  The LCU then allocates; the real- 
time token to N once every MTRTN, which allows the 
node to transmit real-time packets up to RTliTN units 
of time. As in the channel-based token dlocatiion [a],  the 
node should return the token to the LCU at or before 
the token holding time expires. If the token fior node N 
is returned at time t = 0, then the next time node N 
will receive the token is t 5 MTRTN - RTHTN. 

Before proceeding to the description of the channel- 
multiplexing scheme, we first introduce the distribu- 
tion of reserved-but-unused (RBU) link bandwidth for 
a node, which is defned as the link bandwidth reserved 

by the node for real- time channels, but not actually used 
at run-time. This distribution will be used in the deriva- 
tion of link bandwidth to  be reserved when a new chan- 
nel is to be added. The probability of no RBU link 
bandwidth is usually non-zero (i.e., P(RBU link band- 
width = 0) > O ) ,  because the assigned capalcity is not 
usually used up. €3asically, we want the new request- 
ing channel to ucie as much RBU bandwidth im possible 
before requesting additional link bandwidth from the 
LCU. 

3.1 Channel-Establishmlent Phase 

3.1.1 Establishing a node’s the first RT channel 

Since there is no real-time channel origin(3ting from 
the node, this request can be handled just as the 
channel-based scheme 121. If this request is admissible, 
the distribution of the RBU link bandwidth must be 
updated. Before deriving the RBU link bandwidth, we 
present two intuitive results in theorem form without 
proofs. 

Theorem 1: Suppose M T R T  > 1 (in packet time). 
If a real-time performance requirement can be satisfied 
by a real-time channel with the maximum token re- 
turn time, MTPlT, and a real-time token holding time, 
RTHT, then this performance requirement can also be 
satisfied by a pseudo real-time channel with link band- 

0 width RTHTIMTRT per packet time. 

Theorem 2: Suppose M T R T  > 1 (in packet time). 
If a real-time performance requirement can be satis- 
fied by a pseudo real-time channel with link bandwidth 
RTHTIMTRT in every packet time, and the delay 
bound of this channel’s packets is a t  least MTRT, then 
this performance I equiremenk can also be satisfied by 
any real-time clhannel with a maximum token return 
time MTRT‘ 5 h4TRT and a real-time token holding 

0 time RTHT’ 2 RTHT x MTRTIIMTRT. 

Different real-time channels rnay have different MTRTs, 
but we have to use a common MTRT for the distribution 
of RBU link bandwidth. The smallest possible MTRT is 
one packet time, and by Theorem 1, we can convert any 
real-time channlel to a pseudo channel with link band- 
width RTHTIMTRT in every packet time. By Theo- 
rem 2, we can also convert a pseudo real-time channel 
back to a real-time channel if the channel’s MTKI’ is 
given. So, we choose one packet time as the basic time 
unit for the distribution of RBU bandwidth. 

Let X be the random variable representing the num- 
ber of average packet arrivals for a new real- tirne chan- 
nel within one patkd time and R be the random vari- 
able representing 1,he RBU link bandwidth in a packet 
time. Let N represent the number of packet arrivals 
within one MTIRT, then X := &, R = ~~ - x, 
and, p R ( 7 )  = l’(fm - X = r )  = P ( X  ET& - 

r ) ,  for o < r‘ <: m, ~ R ( o )  = P ( X  2 m),  RTHT 
M T  RT 
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where p ~ ( r )  = P(R = r )  is the probability mass func- 
tion of the RBU link bandwidth in a packet time. We 
will use the notation MTRT, and RTHT, to denote as 
the maximum token return time and the real-time to- 
ken holding time, respectively, for node n, while using 
MTRT and RTHT for a particular channel. If chan- 
nels need to be distinguished, we will use MTRTC and 
RTHTC for channel C .  

3.1.2 General channel es tab l i shment  procedure  

A real-time channel-establishment request has to be 
handled differently than the previous case if it is not the 
first request. Basically, the procedure has three steps. 

Step 1: Compute the distribution of Y = R - X first, 
where R is the current RBU link capacity in a packet 
time and X the average number of packet arrivals for 
this new channel within one packet time. Fig. 2 shows 
an example distribution of Y .  Because R and X are 

py I 

Figure 2: An example distribution of Y = R - X 

independent, py(y) = P(R - X = y) = E, P(R  = y + 
where min(R) - maz(X) 5 Y 5 E;%%, and p y ( y )  = 
P(Y = y) is the probability mass function of Y. 

Step 2: The goal of this step is to determine the ad- 
ditional link capacity needed for this new channel in a 
packet time. As in [ a ] ,  we use three typical performance 
requirements to illustrate our approach. 

P1: P(de lay  o f  a packet 5 0) 2 a given 2: This re- 
quirement should be satisfied in an average sense, i.e., 
over a sufficiently long time period. Using Fig. 2 this 
performance requirement can be converted to: Z 5 

zIX = z) x P ( X  = z) = C , P ( R =  y + z )  x P(X = z), 

1 - CREm,n(n)-mO~(x)(-n-Q p y  ( I. We can then find the 
G x M T R T  

smallest a for a given 2 and the distribution, as in Fig. 2. 
Since it is desirable that the reserved link bandwidth 
can be used up in the worst case, i.e., min(R) = 0,  we , .  

get z . If the requested 
channel is a hard real-time channel (i.e., Z = l), we 

1 - C,f__,,(,)(-"-Q)pu(n) G x M T R T  

can derive a = max(X). With a minor modification, 
this case can be applied to many similar performance 

requirements. 

P2: P(nopacket loss in t )  2 2 for any t of length 
MTRT or greater. The area left to the dotted line in 
Fig. 2 shouTd be 5 1 - 2. Thus, the relation between 2 
and a is represented as: 2 5 1 -P(Y +a 5 0 ) ,  and then 
2 5 1 - C n ~ n i n ( R ) - n a a z ( x ) ~ y ( n ) .  This equation can 
be used to find the smallest a that makes the area left 
to the dotted line 5 1 - 2. If min(R) = 0 (normally), 
we can derive Z 5 1 - C,~-,a,cx, py(n), and use it to 
find the smallest a .  Similarly, if a hard real-time chan- 
nel is requested (i.e., 2 = l), a = maz(X) can also be 
derived. 

P3: P(de1ay o f  a packet 5 bound 0) 2 a given Z for 
all time intervals of length > MTRT. This is a 
more strict requirement than P 1  and P2, because 
it has to be satisfied during any time interval of 
length 2 MTRT. So, we must consider its worst 

o r 2  5 1 -  case: 1 - Imin(R)-maz(X)+al 

) - m a 5  x +a if min(R) = 0. As in P1 and P2, we 
can find the smallest a satisfying these two equations, 
and a = m a z ( X )  can be derived if the requested channel 
is a hard real-time channel. 

S t e p  3: The a derived from Pl-P3 represents the ad- 
ditional link capacity in one packet time needed to ac- 
commodate this new channel without compromising the 
performance guarantees of existing channels. Obviously, 
the case of a 5 0 represents the current RBU link ca- 
pacity of node N is sufficient to provide the required 
performance of the new channel, and thus, node N can 
accept this new channel without asking the LCU for 
more bandwidth, if MTRTnew 2 MTRTN. Af- 
ter accepting this new channel, the RBU link capacity of 
node N has to be updated as: p~, , , (0)  = P(Y 5 0) and 
p ~ , , ,  ( n )  = p y ( n ) ,  Vn > 0.  If the MTRT needed for this 
new channel is smaller than the current MTRTN, node 
N still has to ask the LCU for a smaller MTRTN with 
a message containing the new RTHTN and MTRTN 
for this node: MTRTN,,,, = MTRT""" and 

The proba- 
bility that the LCU will grant this request (for the new 
MTRTN) is high, because the request does not increase 
the bandwidth that needs to be reserved. However, 
as MTRTN decreases, the corresponding token pass- 
ing overhead increases, and thus, this request may not 
always be accepted. 

If the current RBU link capacity of node N is not 
enough to guarantee the required performance of this 
new channel (i.e., the a derived in Step 2 is greater than 
zero),. then we first determine the new MTRTN. If the 
MTRT of the new channel is smaller than the current 
MTRTN, then let MTRTN,neu, = MTRTneW 
otherwise, MTRTN remains unchanged. 

"(X) 

l ,  

M T R T N  n e w  RTHTN,new = RTHTN,ord X M T R T ~ ; ~ , , ~  . 

After determining MTRTN, we can compute the new 
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M T  RTN n e w  RTHTN as: RTHZV,new = RTHTN,oid X MTRTh;,,,a + 
a x MTRTN,new x P,,,. The second term in this 
equation represents the additional link capacity needed 
in one MTRTN,,,,. Note that if a = m a x ( X )  (re- 
questing a hard reatl-time channel to be established), 
m a z ( X )  x MTRTA~,,,, x P,,, is equal to the link 
capacity necessary i o  establish a hard real-time chan- 
nel in the channel-lbased scheme, because m a z ( X )  x 

sends the LCU a cha.nnel-estaTli&ment request message 
which contains the new MTRTN and RTHTN. The 
LCU will try to reserve the requested bandwidth and 
reply with either aclcept or reject. If the reply from the 
LCU is reject, the new channel request cannot be ac- 
cepted, so MTRTn, RTHTN and the distribution of 
RBU link capacity remain unchanged. On the other 
hand, if the reply is accept, the RBU link capacity of 
node N has to be updated as: p~,,, (0) = P(Y  + a  5 0) 
and p~,,,(n) = p y ( n  - a) ,  Vn > 0. 

3.2 Channel- Deletion Phase 

MTRTN,,,, MTRTN,new = m a x ( N )  x T Tnew c h a n n a i .  Node N 

Deletion of an existing real-time channel must also 
be done independently of other existing channels. After 
closing an existing real-time channel, we must update 
the RBU link capacity using the performance require- 
ment and the distribution of the traffic arrivals of the 
deleted channel. Basically, the capacity reserved for the 
deleted channel is a,dded back to the current RBU link 
capacity of the node from which the deleted channel 
originates. If there is an excessive RBU link capacity, 
we may try to decrease the link capacity to be reserved 
for the node and/or return the excessive capacity back 
to the LCU. 

An intuitive way to achieve the above goal is to de- 
velop a procedure which can “add” the bandwidth used 
by the deleted channel back to the current RBU link 
capacity of this node without compromising the perfor- 
mance guarantees of other real-time channells. Let X 
and R be defined the same as in Section 3.1.1, except 
that X now represents the packet arrival rate of the 
deleted channel. Therefore, the new RBU link capacity 
can be expressed as R,,, = Rold + X .  However, since X 
and Raid are not independent, we cannot simply com- 
pute the distribution of R,,, from the distributions of 
Raid and X .  

In order to derive the distribution of R,,, , we need to 
re-compute MTRT and RTHT for the remaining chan- 
nels as if we were re-establishing them according to the 
original order of their arrival. If there is an excessive 
RBU link capacity, the node returns it to the LCU. 

This method will reserve only the necessary link ca- 
pacity, as it is basically the re-computation of link band- 
widths for adding channels. If the number of remaining 
real-time channels is very large, its computation may 
become time-consuming. Fortunately, the ejKciency of 
handling a channel-closing request is not as important as 

that of handling a new channel-establishment request, 
because the system can always close the channel first 
and compute the IRBU link bandwidth later. Due to 
space limitation, we will omit the introduction of an al- 
ternative algorit hml which uses the Fourier Transform to 
handle channel deletion. 

3.3 Run-time Scheduling 

As in the channel-based scheme [a], the deadline- 
driven (normal Earliest Due-Date first) scheduling al- 
gorithm can be used by the LCU to schedule the to- 
ken for real-time channels. When the toi,al utiliza- 
tion (including overheads) is less than 1, the deadline- 
driven scheduling algorithm can guarantee all deadlines 
as long as the input traffic follows the pre-specified 
traffic-generation characteris1,ics. 

For individual nodes, the scheduling algorithm has 
to consider the existence of message (frame) inter- 
dependency. If all messages (frames) are independent 
of each other in a data stream, i.e., the performance re- 
quirement of a real-time channel can be characterized 
directly by the delivery rate of messages (frames) of the 
channel, then the deadline-driven scheduling algorithm 
can also be used the primary scheduling discipline by 
each individual node. However, since only N,,, packet 
times are reserved in one MTRT for a channel, the sys- 
tem has to give lower priority to the channel which had 
transmitted at Ileast N,,, packets during the previous 
MTRT. This strategy can prevent the burstiness of some 
channels from degrading other channels’ performance. 
Special customized scheduling policies can atlso be eas- 
ily added at the channel-level, i.e., a node can give a 
certain channel hip;her prioriCy according to the require- 
ments of the application at hand. 

If there exists inter-dependency among the messages 
(frames) of a diita stream, i.e., the “effective” delivery 
of some frame depends on the delivery of [some other 
frame(s), the normal EDD scheduling algorithm alone 
is not sufficient to provide adequate performance guar- 
antees. In Section 4 , we introduce briefly a multiple- 
due-date (MDD) scheduling policy [l] to solve the frame- 
dependency problem. 

4 Simulations 
There are two goals of our simulation. First, we want 

to demonstrate that the channel multiplexing can reduce 
the link capacity that needs to be reserved and thus, 
improve the nelwork utilization. The second goal is to 
show that the channel-multiplexing scheme can preserve 
the performance guarantees. 

4.1 Simulatiloni Models 

We use a 100 Mbps multiaccess link/bus as the phys- 
ical medium for ti ansmitting digital video frames The 
video data used are obtained from a 5376-frame (about 
3 minutes at the rate of 30 firames per seconid) sequence 
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of the movie (‘Star Wars” [l]. The maximum one-way 
transmission delay of a frame is assumed to be less than 
100 ms in order to achieve the quality of live video. Note 
that the transmission delay (100 ms) includes only the 
queuing delay and the actual transmission time, i.e., en- 
coding, decoding and other processing times are not in- 
cluded. At the transmission rate of 30 frames per sec- 
ond, 3 frames will be transmitted in each 100 ms. We 
also allow random jitters which are assumed to be uni- 
formly distributed between [-416,4171 (packet times). 
Note that 416.7 is the frame inter-arrival time. The 
maximum packet size of the network is assumed to be 
1 Kbytes, so 100 ms is equal to 1250 packet times or 
D = 1250. The packet time will be used as the ba- 
sic time unit in the rest of this section. The perfor- 
mance requirement for these video frames is assumed to 
be P ( a  f r a m e  can  be reconstructed by i t s  deadline) 2 
a g iven  2. In our simulation, the MPEG video com- 
pression algorithm generates one I-frame and seven P- 
frames for every eight frames. Since the I-frames are 
coded independently, they can be used to reconstruct a 
picture independently. The P-frames are coded with ref- 
erence to the previous I-frame, so the previous I-frame 
is necessary for the reconstruction of P-frames. Thus, 
the delivery rate of frames does not directly imply the 
same frame reconstruction rate. 

In order to translate the performance requirement cor- 
rectly, we use a multiple-due-date (MDD) scheduling 
policy [1] to ensure that a P-frame will not be trans- 
mitted until the previous I-frame is transmitted. Basi- 
cally, we associate a frame with two due dates: the first 
(scheduling-due-date) is used in the EDD algorithm for 
normal EDD scheduling and the second is called the 
drop-due-date which indicates the time a frame is no 
longer useful. If a frame misses its scheduling-due-date, 
the system will reset the scheduling-due-date to some 
time later when this frame will be used again (before its 
drop-due-date). Thus, if an 1-frame arrives at time t ,  
its scheduling-due-date will be set to t + 1250 (in packet 
time) and its drop-due-date will be set to t + 1250 x 8/3. 
Every time an I-frame misses its scheduling-due-date, 
the scheduling-due-date will be extended by 1250 x 1/3 
packet times until its drop-due-date is reached. Simi- 
larly, if a P-frame arrives at time t ,  both of its due-dates 
will be set to t + 1250, since a P-frame has no value after 
its scheduling-due-date. Since the goal of the simulation 
is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed chan- 
nel multiplexing scheme, we will not discuss the MDD 
strategy any further. See [l] for details. 

Since the maximum one-way transmission delay is 100 
ms and the performance requirement is given in statis- 
tical form, M T R T  = 1250. We need the distribution of 
traffic arrivals within one MTRT to derive RTHT, the 
link capacity to be reserved. By adding three consecu- 
tive frame sizes, we can derive the distribution of traffic 
arrivels (in Kbytes) within one MTRT. Fig. 3 shows the 
distribution of traffic arrivals within one MPEG channel. 
The performance requirement can then be expressed as 
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Figure 3: Distribution of MPEG frame arrivals 
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N,,, is sufficiently large, each point in Fig. 3 will result 
in loss of at most one frame. By adding 0.5 packet time 
per frame as the operation overhead, we get: Z=99%: 
N,,,=60, Z=95%: N,,,=49, and Z=90%: Nm,,=41. 

However, since I-frames will not be discarded un- 
til their drop-due-dates, and we always try to send I- 
frames before their associated P-frames, the amount of 
data that needs to be delivered for the reconstruction 
of the P-frames associated with the missed I-frames 
will be affected. Let P be the probability that an I- 
frame will miss its scheduling due-date. The amount 
of data “expected” to be scheduled for the transmis- 
sion and reconstruction of the next P-frame before the 
next scheduling-due-date (i.e., 33.3 ms later after the I- 
frame’s scheduling-due-date) is the size of the P-frame 
plus P x SI, where SI is the size of an I-frame. Simi- 
larly, the amount of data expected to be scheduled for 
the reconstruction of the n-th next P-frame before the 
n-th future scheduling-due-date (i.e., n x 33.3 ms later) 
is the size of the P-frame plus Pn x SI, where n 5 7 in 
our simulation. Since P is usually small (e.g., less than 
O . l ) ,  this effect diminishes rapidly. 

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the “expected” traffic 
arrivals of one (90%) MPEG channel, i.e., P = 0.1 under 
the MDD scheduling policy. The performance require- 

c:=, 3P(n) 

P ( n )  - ment can then be expressed as: 2 5 l-E’=Nmaz - 
3P(n)  

77 l-xn=N,,, & P ( n ) .  Again, if Nmax is sufficiently large, 
each point right to the dotted line with label 90% in 
Fig. 4 will result in loss of at most one frame. By adding 
0.5 packet time per frame as the operation overhead, we 
get: 2 = 90%, (i.e.,P = 0.1): Nmax = 42. 

The subsequent link capacity to be reserved for new 
channels is also based on this modified distribution of 
traffic arrivals when the MDD scheduling policy is used. 
Using the same method, we can also obtain new mod- 
ified distributions of frame arrivals for 95% and 99% 
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channels. However, since P is small in these two cases, 
N,,, does not change for both 95% and 99% channels. 
Therefore, without channel multiplexing, the network 
is expected to support twenty-one 99% MP’EG chan- 
nels, twenty-six 95% MPEG channels, or thirty 90% 
MPEG channels, according to the admission test in Sec- 
tion 2.1. As we shall see later, the node-based multiplex- 
ing scheme reduces significantly the total link capacity 
that needs to be reserved, and our simulation results 
confirm its effectiveness. 

4.2 Simulation Results 

Fig. 5 shows the normalized link capacity needed for 
adding a new (node-based) channel with respect to the 
average traffic arrival rate of the channel. The hori- 
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Figure 5: Normalized link capacity needed for adding a 
new channel with respect to the average traffic rate per 
channel 

zontal lines “99% chlannel based”, “95% channel based” 
and “90% channel b’ased” correspond to the link capac- 
ity needed for a new 99%, 95% and 90% channel-based 
channel, respectively. The capacity needed for adding 
a new 90% node-based channel rapidly converges to the 
dotted line “y = 0.9” representing the average real-time 

traffic which needs to be delivered timely for achieving 
the required 90% frame reconistruction rate. Thus, the 
system only needs to reserve a link capacity according 
to about 90% of thLe average real-time traffic rate of a 
new channel when there are sufficiently maqy channels 
originating from a node (about 5 in this example). The 
95% (and 99%) line also demonstrates the same trend as 
the 90% line, i.e., converges to a constant whjch is close 
to 95% (and 99%) of the average real-time t raSc  arrival 
rate of a channel. Thus, the network is expected to sup- 
port about thirty-four 99%, thirty-seven 95%, and forty 
90% channels, as compared to 21, 26 and 310 without 
channel multiplexing. Therefore, the network utiliza- 
tion and real-time channel admissibility are improved 
significantly with channel multiplexing. In other words, 
if there are sufficiently many channels originating from 
a node, we can 1)rovide performance guarantees for sta- 
tistical real-time channels by reserving the link capacity 
based on the average case rather than the worst case. 

The second goal of our simulation is to verify that 
the channel-multiplexing scheme can also preserve per- 
formance guaranitees. Although we have results for 99%, 
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Figure 6: Frame-delivery miss rate for multiplexing 90% 
channels 

95% and 90% cbarinels, we present only the results for 
90% channels due to space limitation. 95% and 99% 
channels follow the similar trend as the 90% channels. 

We will first present the simulation result of channels 
with a short lifetirne (3  minutes to 1 hour). Although 
the statistical guarantees are defined based on the as- 
sumption of infinitely long a~rrival data streams, as can 
be seen later, niost (more than 99%) of channels with 
a short lifetime can still provide the required perfor- 
mance. Note that we use 9’9-percentile inst,ead of the 
maximum miss rate in the short-lifetime channel exper- 
iments, since the maximum is too sensitive to a single 
random sample and does not reflect the real distribution 
of the data. 

Fig. 6 shows the frame-delivery miss rates among 
all established channels under both the MDD and the 
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EDD scheduling with the proposed channel multiplex- 
ing scheme, i.e., the link-bandwidth reservation is made 
based on the data in Fig. 5. Each unit of lifetime rep- 
resents 5374 frames, i.e., about 3 minutes. The “20” 
represents all channels with lifetime 20 or more. Each 
line in the figure represents a certain percentile (or av- 
erage) among all samples with the same lifetime. For 
example, in Fig. 6, the line “MDD:90%” shows the 90- 
percentile frame-delivery miss rate of all 90% real-time 
channels with the same lifetime under the MDD schedul- 
ing. In this figure, the 99-percentile lines of both EDD 
and MDD are below the corresponding performance re- 
quirement line (0.1). That is, both of them are adequate 
for this case. 

Fig. 7 shows the frame-reconstruction miss rates 
among all established channels under both the MDD 
and the normal EDD scheduling with the proposed 
channel multiplexing scheme. The MDD scheduling per- 
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Figure 7: Frame-reconstruction miss rate for multiplex- 
ing 90% channels (short lifetime) 

forms significantly better than the normal EDD in terms 
of frame-reconstruction rate. As can be seen in Fig. 7, 
the 99-percentile frame-reconstruct,ion miss line of the 
MDD scheduling is below the corresponding required 
miss rate line, and thus, can provide the required per- 
formance guarantees. However, even the average miss 
rate line of EDD lies above “y = 0.1” in Fig. 7. Thus, 
the EDD scheduling is not appropriate for the short life- 
time streams of non-independent frames. 

The capability of providing performance guarantees 
can be shown in the long lifetime channel simulations. 
Fig. 8 shows the frame-reconstruction miss ra te  for mul- 
tiplexing long lifetime channels. As can be seen from 
the figure, the node-based scheme (with MDD) works 
very well, i.e., the maximum frame-reconstruction miss 
rate among all channels is always kept under the cor- 
responding required upper bound before the network is 
saturated. Each point in Fig. 8 represents the trans- 
mission of about 24,000,000 frames per channel or 222 
hours at the rate of 30 frames per second. From Fig. 8, 
the network with the node-based scheme can provide 
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Figure 8: Reconstruction miss rate for long lifetime channels 

performance guarantees for up to thirty-four 99% chan- 
nels, thirty-seven 95% channels, or forty 90% channels 
as expected. In Fig. 8, the frame-miss rate starts high 
for the first channel and drops to the lowest point when 
there are about five channels, then rises very slowly until 
the network is saturated. This trend can be explained 
by the reserved link capacity for adding a new channel. 
For the first 5 channels, we reserve more than the aver- 
age need for each channel, so the frame-miss rate keeps 
dropping. After that, the capacity we reserve for a new 
channel is approximately equal to the average need of 
each channel. Thus, the (approximately) same amount 
of the RBU capacity is shared by more and more chan- 
nels so that the frame-miss rate rises slowly. 

5 Conclusion 
We presented a scheme which can provide real- 

time performance guarantees for given traffic-generation 
characteristics and performance requirements. When 
there are already a sufficient number of channels estab- 
lished, the proposed scheme is shown to be very effective 
in reducing the link capacity that needs to be reserved 
to the level of average real-time traffic from the original 
worst-case level of traffic, while preserving the capability 
of independent addition/deletion real-time channels. 
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